(a) Escher-like pattern -anisotropic/periodic (b) twill-weave pattern -anisotropic/periodic (c) wood pattern -anisotropic/aperiodic Pattern mapping (i.e. texturing arbitrary surfaces with repetitive patterns [Soler et al. 2002] ) is a particularly useful texture mapping technique, since repeating a pattern reduces the memory cost, by mapping the same texture image to all faces. Moreover, pattern mapping does not require painting a texture image for each surface or generating a global texture map on each surface. Pattern mapping can potentially provide natural-looking materials, such as stone, wood, or marble, as well as human-made materials, such as wallpapers or repeating tiles. One of the main challenges arising when mapping patterns to arbitrary polyhedral meshes is to avoid texture discontinuities caused by singularities non-4-valent vertices in the quad-meshes. These discontinuities can appear at seams along the edges, which can be visually distracting. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to avoid non-4-valent vertices, since 4-regular quadmeshes exist only for genus-1 surfaces.
: Comparison of covering a genus-7 quad-pattern-coverable mesh with periodic and aperiodic tiles.
Pattern mapping (i.e. texturing arbitrary surfaces with repetitive patterns [Soler et al. 2002] ) is a particularly useful texture mapping technique, since repeating a pattern reduces the memory cost, by mapping the same texture image to all faces. Moreover, pattern mapping does not require painting a texture image for each surface or generating a global texture map on each surface. Pattern mapping can potentially provide natural-looking materials, such as stone, wood, or marble, as well as human-made materials, such as wallpapers or repeating tiles. One of the main challenges arising when mapping patterns to arbitrary polyhedral meshes is to avoid texture discontinuities caused by singularities non-4-valent vertices in the quad-meshes. These discontinuities can appear at seams along the edges, which can be visually distracting. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to avoid non-4-valent vertices, since 4-regular quadmeshes exist only for genus-1 surfaces. In this paper, we show that for any surface of positive genus, there exist quad-meshes that do not cause texture discontinuities. Using such quad-meshes, which we call quadpattern-coverable meshes (abbr. QPC), it is possible to seamlessly cover a surface of positive genus periodically with plane symmetric tiles or aperiodically with Wang tiles. Figure 2 shows an example of a QPC mesh that is covered aperiodically with four Wang tiles that give a wood texture. Figure 1 provides a visual comparison of periodic and aperiodic patterns covered a QPC mesh. The periodic patterns that cover QPC meshes can easily be animated, since cyclic translations of wallpaper patterns are also wallpaper patterns.
In this work, we establish sufficient conditions for a mesh to be classified as QPC. Our results imply that a quad-mesh is not QPC if the valence of at least one vertex is not divisible by 4. This observation implies, in turn, that there exists no genus-0 QPC mesh, since a genus-0 quad-mesh always has some vertices with valences smaller than 4. For positive genus surfaces, by way of contrast, there exist a wide variety of mesh structures that can satisfy the sufficiency conditions. We have also developed algorithms for construction of QPC meshes based on combinatorial voltage graph theory.
It is preferable to reduce the large multiples to valence 8, the smallest non-trivial multiple of 4. We introduce an operation that can transform the 4k-valent vertices in a mesh into 8-valent vertices, while preserving the QPC property, regardless of surface genus. We also introduce another QPC preservation operation that can move such high valence vertices to any desired position to avoid texture distortions.
Catmull-Clark subdivision preserves quad-patterncoverability.
It is possible, therefore, to cover any surface of positive genus with iteratively finer versions of a given texture. Catmull-Clark subdivision is also useful in creating smooth models. In our examples such as Figure 1 , starting with very coarse QPC meshes, we obtain smooth versions by Catmull-Clark subdivision. Instead of re-texturing the mesh, we bi-linearly interpolate texture coordinates. The result is equivalent to using curved quads, as shown in Figure 2 . This work partially supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. NSF-CCF-0917288.
